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Abstract
One of the approaches to statistical machine
translation is based on joint probability distributions over some source and target languages. In this work we propose to model
the joint probability distribution by stochastic regular bi-languages. Specifically we introduce the stochastic k-testable in the strict
sense bi-languages to represent the joint probability distribution of source and target languages. With this basis we present a reformulation of the GIATI methodology to infer
stochastic regular bi-languages for machine
translation purposes.

1

Introduction

The goal of statistical machine translation (SMT)
is to search for the sentence t̂ that maximizes the
a-posteriori probability P (t|s) of the target sentence t being the translation of a given sentence
s from the source language. The translation models in SMT are automatically learned from bilingual
samples. In the early nineties machine translation
was tackled as a pure probabilistic process by the
IBM research group (Brown et al., 1993). Within
the SMT framework, stochastic-finite-state transducers (SFSTs) have also been proposed for machine translation purposes (Bangalore and Riccardi,
2002) (Shankar et al., 2005) (Casacuberta and Vidal,
2004) (Casacuberta and Vidal, 2007) (Blackwood et
al., 2009). In such a context, SMT can be viewed
as the problem of computing the joint probability
distribution of some source and target languages.
i.e. P (t, s), inferred from a bi-lingual corpus. The
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joint probability distributions of pairs of strings may
be modeled by a probability distribution on a set
of strings based on bi-lingual units as proposed
in (Bangalore and Riccardi, 2002) for SFSTs. Alternatively (Casacuberta and Vidal, 2004) (Mariño
et al., 2006) proposed n-grams models of bi-lingual
units. However, only a few techniques to learn
finite-state transducers for machine translation purposes can be found (Bangalore and Riccardi, 2002)
(Oncina et al., 1993) (Knight and Al-Onaizan, 1998)
(Casacuberta and Vidal, 2007). On the other hand,
a method of inference of SFST based on the inference of stochastic finite-state automata (Casacuberta
and Vidal, 2004) was proposed and then used in
machine translation applications (Casacuberta and
Vidal, 2007) (Pérez et al., 2008) (González and
Casacuberta, 2009). This method was called grammatical inference and alignments for transducer inference (GIATI) and is based on some important
properties relating regular translations generated by
finite-state-transducers and regular languages over
some bi-lingual alphabet (Berstel, 1979).
On the other hand, different stochastic regular bilanguages can be introduced to model P (s, t) distribution. Turning to stochastic regular languages,
let us note that the class of stochastic k-testable
in the strict sense (k-TSS) languages is a subclass of stochastic regular languages that can be inferred from a set of positive training data (Torres
and Varona, 2001) (Vidal et al., 2005a) (Torres and
Casacuberta, 2011) by some stochastic extension of
the inference algorithm in (Garcı́a and Vidal, 1990).
Thus, they belong to the subset of regular languages
that can be used to characterize some pattern recog-
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nition tasks. In particular, stochastic k-TSS has been
used in many natural language processing tasks such
as phone recognition (Galiano and Segarra, 1993),
speech recognition (Torres and Varona, 2001), language identification (Guijarrubia and Torres, 2010),
language modeling (Justo and Torres, 2009) or machine translation (Pérez et al., 2008).
In this work we propose to model the joint probability distribution P (t, s) by stochastic regular bilanguages. A first contribution of our work is the
reformulation of the GIATI methodology to infer
stochastic regular bi-languages for machine translation purposes. This proposal allows the use of some
stochastic bi-automaton to get the sentence t̂ that
corresponds to the source sentence ŝ. This stochastic bi-automaton need to be inferred from a sample
set of bi-strings. As a consequence, this methodology does not required any SFST as original GIATI did. Thus, there is no need to any property relating stochastic regular translations and stochastic
regular languages to support the proposed method.
On the other hand, different stochastic regular bilanguages can be introduced to model the joint probability distribution. As a second contribution we
propose in this work the use of stochastic k-TSS bilanguages to model P r(s, t). For this purpose we
extend definitions and theorems of stochastic k-TSS
languages (Vidal et al., 2005a) (Torres and Casacuberta, 2011) to stochastic k-TSS bi-languages and
then write a corollary to the stochastic extension of
the morphism theorem.
We contribute in Section 2 with some definitions
of bi-strings, stochastic bi-languages and stochastic bi-automata. In Section 3 we propose to model
the joint probability distribution through stochastic
bi-language and then use stochastic bi-automaton
for translation purposes. In Section 4 we deal with
stochastic k-TSS bi-languages and bi-automaton,
introducing some definitions and theorem applications. Then we present in Section 5 the inference of
stochastic k-TSS bi-automata for machine translation as a reformulation of the GIATI methodology.
Finally Section 6 deals with some concluding remarks and future work.
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2

Stochastic regular bi-languages

In this Section we first provide the basic definitions of bi-string, stochastic regular bi-language and
stochastic and deterministic finite state bi-automata
proposed in this work.
Let Σ and ∆ be two finite alphabets and Σ≤m and
∆≤n , the finite sets of sequences of symbols in Σ
and ∆ of length up to m and n respectively. Let
Γ ⊆ (Σ≤m × ∆≤n ) be a finite alphabet (extended
alphabet) consisting of pairs of strings, that we call
extended symbols, (s1 . . . si : t1 . . . tj ) ∈ Γ such
that s1 . . . si ∈ Σ≤m and t1 . . . tj ∈ ∆≤n with 0 ≤
i ≤ m and 0 ≤ j ≤ n.
Definition 2.1. A bi-language is a set of strings over
an extended alphabet Γ, i.e., a set of strings of the
form b = b1 . . . bk such that bi ∈ Γ for 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
A string over an extended alphabet Γ will be called
bi-string.
Alternatively (Kornai, 2008) defines a bi-string as
composed by two strings and an association relation.
In the same way, bi-languages are defined as sets
of well-formed bi-strings that undergo the usual settheoretic operations of intersection, union and complementation. Concatenation of such bi-strings is
also defined in (Kornai, 2008). In this context, regular bi-languages were previously defined in (Kornai, 1995). In the context of machine translation,
(Mariño et al., 2006) defines a bi-language as composed of bi-lingual units which were referred to as
tuples extracted from alignments of a bilingual corpus. This definition could be consistent with the one
provided in definition 2.1. Also in machine translation, (Bangalore and Riccardi, 2002) defines a bilanguage corpus as consisting of source-target symbol pair sequences (s1 : t1 ) . . . (si : ti ) . . . (sn : tn )
such that si ∈ Ls ∪ {λ} and its aligned symbol
ti ∈ Lt ∪ {λ} where Ls and Lt are a couple of related languages. This definition allows for pairs of
symbols by contrast with definition 2.1 where pairs
of finite-length strings are considered. Finally, let us
note that regular tree languages were also been referred as bilanguages (Pair and Quere, 1968) (Berger
and Pair, 1978).
We are now referring to the work by (Vidal et
al., 2005a). This work is a survey of probabilistic finite-state machines and related definitions and
properties. In this survey, the authors provide a def-

inition of probabilistic automata that corresponds to
generative models. Note that in classical (and non
probabilistic) formal theory strings are generated by
grammars. In this paper we are using the formalism
developed in (Vidal et al., 2005a).
Given a finite alphabet Σ, a stochastic language is
defined in (Vidal et al., 2005a) as a probability distribution over Σ∗ . Let us extend this definition to consider bi-strings and then get stochastic bi-languages.
Definition 2.2. Given two finite alphabets Σ and ∆,
a stochastic bi-language B is a probability distribution over Γ∗ where Γ ⊆ (Σ≤m × ∆≤n ), m, n ≥ 0.
Let z = z1 . . . z|z| be a bi-string such that zi ∈ Γ
for 1 ≤ i ≤ |z|. If P rB (z) denotes the probability
P of the bi-string z under the distribution B then
z∈Γ∗ P rB (z) = 1.
Let now define a deterministic and probabilistic
finite-state bi-automaton (DPFBA) by extending the
standard definition of a deterministic and probabilistic finite-state automaton (DPFA) as follows:
Definition 2.3. A DPFBA is a probabilistic finitestate bi-automaton BA = (Q, Σ,
∆, Γ, δ, q0 , Pf , P ) if Q is a finite set of states, Σ and
∆ are two finite alphabets, Γ is an extended alphabet
such that Γ ⊆ (Σ≤m ×∆≤n ), m, n ≥ 0, δ ⊆ Q×Γ×
Q is a set of transitions of the form (q, (s̃i : t̃i ), q 0 )
where q, q 0 ∈ Q and , (s̃i : t̃i ) ∈ Γ, q0 ∈ Q is the
unique initial state, Pf : Q → [0, 1] is the final-state
probabilistic distribution and P : δ → [0, 1] defines
transition probabilistic distributions (P (q, b, q 0 ) ≡
P r(q 0 , b|q) for b ∈ Γ and q, q 0 ∈ Q) such that:
X
Pf (q) +
P (q, b, q 0 ) = 1 ∀q ∈ Q (1)
b∈Γ,q 0 ∈Q

where a transition (q, b, q 0 ) is completely defined by
q and b. Thus, ∀q ∈ Q, ∀b ∈ Γ |{q 0 : (q, b, q 0 )}| ≤ 1
Finally let z
∈
Γ∗ and let θ
=
(q0 , z1 , q1 , z2 , q2 , ..., q|z|−1 , z|z| , q|z| ) be a path
for z in BA. The probability of generating θ is:

P rBA (θ) = 

|z|
Y


P (qj−1 , zj , qj ) · Pf (q|z| ) (2)

through a unique valid path θ(z). Thus, the probability of generating z with BA is P rBA (z) =
P rBA (θ(z)).

3

Statistical translation with bi-automata

Let us consider a source and a target languages from
a source vocabulary Σ and a target vocabulary ∆,
respectively. The goal of machine translation is to
map a sentence in the source language, i.e. a string
of symbols s = s1 . . . s|s| , si ∈ Σ into a sentence
in the target language t = t1 . . . t|t| , ti ∈ ∆. Statistical machine translation (SMT) is based on the
noisy channel approach (Shannon, 1948) where t is
considered to be a noisy version of s (Brown et al.,
1993). Thus, the translation of a given string s ∈ ∆∗
in the source language is a string t̂ ∈ ∆∗ in the target
language such that:
t̂ = arg max∗ P r(t|s)
t∈∆

Alternatively, a joint probability distribution can be
used by developing P r(t|s) in previous Equation as
follows:
t̂ = arg max∗
t∈∆

P r(s, t)
= arg max∗ P r(s, t)
t∈∆
P r(s)

(3)

since, P r(s) does not depend on t. Distribution
P r(s, t) can be modeled by a stochastic finite state
transducer (Bangalore and Riccardi, 2002) (Casacuberta and Vidal, 2004). Alternatively in this paper
we model this distribution by a stochastic regular bilanguage.
To this end, let z be a bi-string over the extended
alphabet Γ ⊆ Σ≤m ×∆≤n such as z : z = z1 . . . z|z| ,
zi = (s̃i : t̃i ) where s̃i = s1 . . . s|s̃i | ∈ Σ≤m
and t̃i = t1 . . . t|t̃i | ∈ ∆≤n . Extended symbols
(s̃i : t̃i ) ∈ Γ have been obtained through some
alignment between Σ≤m and ∆≤n . String s ∈ Σ∗
is a sequence of substrings s̃i such as s = s̃1 . . . s̃|z|
that has been obtained through a previously segmentation procedure. In the same way string t ∈ ∆∗ is
a sequence of substrings t̃i such as t = t̃1 . . . t̃|z| .
Then P r(s, t) can be calculated as follows:

j=1

BA is a DPFBA and thus unambiguous. Then,
a given bi-string z can only be generated by BA
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P r(s, t) =

X
∀z∈Γ∗ :(hΣ (z),h∆ (z))=(s,t)

P r(z)

(4)

In such a case, P r(s, t) can be modeled by a
DPFBA BA such as the one defined in Definition
2.3. Thus, the probability P r(s, t) according to BA
is defined as
X

P rBA (s, t) =

P rBA (z)

∀z∈Γ∗ :(hΣ (z),h∆ (z))=(s,t)

=

X

P rBA (θ)

∀θ∈g(s,t)

where g(s, t) denotes the set of all possible paths in
BA matching (s, t) and P rBA (θ) is calculated according to Equation 2.
3.1

The search through a stochastic finite state
bi-automaton

The main goal of SMT according to Equation 3 is
to find the optimal target string t̂ given a source
string ŝ and given a stochastic model of the involved
joint probability. When P r(s, t) is modeled by a
DPFBA BA we need to be able to get the string
t̂ = t̃1 . . . t̃|z| that corresponds to the source sequence s = s̃1 . . . s̃|z| , given P rBA (s, t) through
Equation 5. A bi-automaton BA is ambiguous with
respect to the input sequence s. Thus, all pairs (s, t)
matching the given input sequence s are considered,
i.e the maximization is carried out ∀t ∈ ∆∗ instead
of ∀(s, t) ∈ Γ∗ . As a consequence t̂ is obtained as
follows:
t̂ = arg max∗ P rBA (s, t)
t∈∆
X
= arg max∗
P rBA (θ)
t∈∆

∀θ∈g(s,t)

This search for the optimal t̂ through Equation 5
has proved to be a difficult computational problem
(Casacuberta and de la Higuera, 2000). In practice
Equation 5 can be computed by the so-called maximum approximation, which assume that the sum
close the maximum term. In such a case we first
estimate the optimal path θ̂ is obtained as:

associated to the estimated path θ̂ : (q0 , (s̃1 :
t̃1 ), q1 )(q1 , (s̃2 : t̃2 ), q2 ).....(qm−1 , (s̃m : t̃m ), qm )
and t̂ = t̃1 , t̃2 , . . . , t̃m by the recursive algorithm
proposed in (Casacuberta and Vidal, 2004) adapted
now to a bi-automaton.

4

Stochastic k-TSS bi-languages

Different stochastic regular bi-languages can be introduced to model P rBA (s, t) distribution in Equation 5. In particular we propose in this work the use
stochastic k-TSS DPFBA. In this Section we deal
with stochastic k-TSS bi-languages as a particular
case of stochastic bi-languages defined in Section 2.
To this end, let us now turn to stochastic k-TSS
languages which are a subclass stochastic regular
languages. Stochastic k-TSS languages are defined
in (Vidal et al., 2005a) and (Torres and Casacuberta,
2011) as a four-tuple Zk = (Σ, PIk , PFk , PTk ),
where Σ is a finite alphabet; PIk : Σ<k → [0, 1]
are the initial probabilities, i.e. the probability that
a string a1 . . . aj ∈ Ik ⊆ Σ<k is a starting segment
of a string in the language; PFk : Σ<k → [0, 1]
are the final probabilities, i.e. the probability that a
string a1 . . . aj ∈ Fk ⊆ Σ<k is a final segment of
a string in the language and PTk : Σk → [0, 1] are
the allowed-segments probabilities, i.e. the probability that a string a1 . . . ak ∈ (Σk − Tk ) according to the corresponding normalization conditions.
Thus, strings in the stochastic k-TSS language LZk
start with segments in Ik of length up to k − 1, they
end with segments in Fk of length up to k − 1 and
do not include segments in Tk of length k. This definition can be straightforwardly extended to consider
bi-languages as follows:
Definition 4.1. A stochastic k-TSS bi-language
ZBk = (Γ, PIBk , PFBk , PTBk ) is a stochastic kTSS language defined on a extended alphabet Γ ⊆
Σ≤m × ∆≤n .

θ̂ = arg max P rBA (θ)

ZBk defines a probability distribution BZBk on
Γ∗ , simplified as Bk from now, such as for any string
of bi-strings z ∈ Γ∗ of size |z| , i.e. z = z1 . . . z|z|
the probability P rBk (z) is calculated according to:

where g(s) denotes the set of possible paths in BA
matching s and P rBA (θ) is calculated by Equation 2. The approximate translation t̂ is then computed as the concatenation of the target substrings


if |z| < k

PIk (z1 . . . z|z| ) · PFk (z1 . . . z|z| )
Q|z|
PI (z1 . . . zk−1 ) · i=k PTk (zi−k+1 . . . zi−1 , zi )·

 k
PFk (z|z|−(k−2) . . . z|z| )
if |z| ≥ k

∀θ∈g(s)
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P rBk (z) is the probability of the string z ∈ Γ∗ under
the k-TSS distribution Bk . Thus:
X
(5)
P rBk (z) = 1
z∈Γ∗

Let us now fall back to classical k-TSS to bear
in mind some important theorems. An interesting
subclass of k-TSS is the class of 2-TSS languages,
which are known as local languages. There is an
important generative property which relates local
languages and general regular languages given by
the morphism theorem (Garcı́a et al., 1987), which
establish that any regular language can be generated by a local language. A stochastic extension of
the morphism theorem was introduced in (Vidal et
al., 2005b). A stochastic regular bi-language is a
particular case of stochastic regular languages for
an extended alphabet Γ ⊆ (Σ≤m × ∆≤n ). As a
consequence, we can apply the stochastic extension
of the morphism theorem in (Vidal et al., 2005b)
to stochastic regular bi-languages and then write a
corollary for this theorem as follows:
Corollary 4.1. Let Σ and ∆ be two finite alphabets,
Γ ⊆ (Σ≤m × ∆≤n ) be an extended alphabet and B
a stochastic regular bi-language on Γ∗ . There exists
then a finite alphabet Γ0 , an alphabetic morphism
h : Γ0∗ → Γ∗ and a stochastic local language D2
over Γ0∗ such that B = h(D2 ); i.e.,

in (Torres and Casacuberta, 2011). In that work a
k-TSS DPFA is defined as a class of DPFA able to
generate stochastic k-TSS languages where the unambiguity of the automaton allowed for a maximum
likelihood estimation of each transition probability.
This algorithm, can be easily adapted to infer a kTSS DPFBA, BAk , generating a stochastic k-TSS
bi-language by considering an extended alphabet of
bi-strings Γ ⊆ (Σ≤m × ∆≤n ). Example 4.1 shows
the way to infer a k-TSS DPFBA BAk that generates a k-TSS bi-language containing a previously
defined sample R+ .
Example 4.1. Let Σ = {a, b} and ∆ = {1, 0} be
two finite alphabets and let Γ ⊆ (Σ≤m × ∆≤n ) be
the extended alphabet such as: Γ = {(a : 1), (aa :
11), (b : 0), (bb : 00)}. Let now R+ be a positive
sample set of a stochastic k-TSS bi-language B consisting of strings in Γ∗ such that: R+ = {(a : 1), (b :
0), (aa : 11), (a : 1)(a : 1), (aa, 11)(b : 0), (a : 1)(a :
1)(b : 0), (a : 1)(b : 0)(b : 0), (a : 1)(bb : 00)}

Then for k = 3

I3 = {(a : 1), (b : 0), (aa : 11), (a : 1)(a : 1), (aa :
11)(b : 0), (a : 1)(b : 0), (a : 1)(bb : 00)}
PIk = {0.125, 0.125, 0.125, 0.25, 0.125, 0.125, 0.125}
F3 = {(a : 1), (b : 0), (aa : 11), (a : 1)(a : 1), (aa :
11)(b : 0), (a : 1)(b : 0), (b : 0)(b : 0), (a : 1)(bb : 00)}
Pfk = {1, 1, 1, 0.5, 1, 0.5, 1, 1}

The inferred bi-automaton BA3 is represented as:

P rB (z) = P
P rD2 (h−1 (z))
= y∈h−1 (z) P rD2 (y) ∀z ∈ Γ∗

a:1,a:1
0.5

where h−1 (z) = {y ∈ Γ0∗ |z = h(y)}. Thus,
any stochastic regular bi-language defined over Γ∗
can be generated by a local language over some Γ0∗
where Γ and Γ0 are finite alphabets of extended symbols such that Γ, Γ0 ⊆ Σ≤m × ∆≤n
We need now to deal with stochastic k-TSS biautomata as well as with the way to get them from a
training corpus. The inference of k-TSS automata
was first addressed in (Garcı́a and Vidal, 1990).
Given a set of positive sample set R+ of an unknown
language, an efficient algorithm obtains a deterministic finite-state automaton that recognizes the smallest k-TSS language containing the sample set R+ . A
preliminary form of a stochastic extension was presented in (Segarra, 1993) and then fully formalized
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a:1
0.4
b:0
0.2
a:1
0.625

λ

b:0
0.125
aa:11
0.25

a:1
0.2

a:1,b:0
0.5

b:0
0.5

b:0,b:0
1

bb:00
0.2
a:1,bb:00
1

b:0
1

aa:11
0.5

b:0
0.5

b:0
0.5
aa:11,b:0
1

where each state q ∈ Qk is labelled by a bi-string
(s̃1 : t̃1 . . . s̃i : t̃i ) ∈ Γi i < k along with the probability Pf (q) and each edge is labelled by a pair
s̃i : t̃i ∈ Γ such that (q, s̃i : t̃i , q 0 ) ∈ δk along with
the probability Pk (q, s̃i : t̃i , q 0 ).

5

Inference of k-TSS bi-automata for
machine translation

In Section 3 we have propose to compute the
joint probability distribution P (s, t) through some
stochastic bi-automaton according to definitions in
Section 2. Then in Section 4 we have shown how to
get an stochastic k-TSS bi-automaton from a positive sample set of bi-strings. Thus, we can now propose a technique for the inference of stochastic kTSS bi-automata for machine translation purposes
based on GIATI methodology, which takes advantage of theoretical background previously (Casacuberta and Vidal, 2004) (Vidal et al., 2005b) (Torres
and Casacuberta, 2011).
Given a finite sample set S + of strings pairs
(s, t) ∈ Σ∗ × ∆∗ from a bilingual (parallel) corpus
then
• Step 1: Given a pair of strings (s, t) get a bistring z ∈ Γ∗ according to some particular
alignment and segmentation procedures. As a
result, the sample set S + of bilingual sentences
(s, t) ∈ Σ∗ × ∆∗ is transformed into a set R+
of bi-strings z ∈ Γ∗ .
S + ⊆ Σ∗ × ∆∗ → R+ ⊆ Γ∗
• Step 2: From the set of bi-strings R+ ⊆
Γ∗ infer the k-TSS DPFBA BAk generating
a stochastic k-TSS bi-language that includes
R+ .
+

∗

+

R ⊆ Γ → BAk : R ⊆ BBAk
5.1

Step 1- Segmentation

The goal of this step is to get a corpus of bi-strings
from a bilingual corpus. Let (s, t) : s ∈ Σ∗ , t ∈ ∆∗
be a pair of strings in S + such that each string
s ∈ Σ∗ and each string t ∈ ∆∗ is a sequence of
substrings s̃i and t̃i . Then a segmentation procedure is required to get a bi-string z ∈ Γ∗ : z =
(s̃1 , t̃1 ) . . . (s̃|z| , t̃|z| ) such that string s is a sequence
of substrings s̃i and string t is a sequence of substrings t̃i . The segmentation is monotone if s =
s̃1 . . . s̃|z| and t = t̃1 . . . t̃|z| .
Then a relation between substrings s̃i ∈ Σ∗ and
substrings t̃i ∈ ∆∗ need also be defined. This relation was called alignment in (Kornai, 2008) and
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depends on the the application task. In this context
the aim of the alignment is to synchronize sequences
of features from two different finite alphabets (Kornai, 1995). Correspondences between source and
target strings could be complex, could include longdistance and/or not consecutive associations, etc,
such that the choice of a suitable alignment is a difficult problem to be solved. One way to deal with
this problem in the machine translation framework
is the use of statistical alignments models (Brown et
al., 1993) (Och and Ney, 2003).
The
choice
of
an
adequate
alignment/segmentation procedure is also related with
the parsing procedure based on the bi-automaton.
In the translation procedure, the target sentence t̂ is
obtained as the concatenation of target substrings
matching a given source sentence that also consists
of a sequence of source substrings. A monotonic
segmentation guaranties that the procedure to
transform pairs of strings in S + into bi-strings in Γ∗
is reversible.
Example 5.1. Let Σ = {a, b} and ∆ = {0, 1} be
two finite alphabets. Let now S + be a bilingual
corpus of translations consisting in pairs of strings
(s, t) such that s ∈ Σ∗ and t ∈ ∆∗ and S + =
{(a, 1), (b, 0), (aa, 11), (aab, 110), (aab, 110)}.
From this corpus we can obtain, among others, the
following alignments:
a

b

a a

a a

a a b

a a b

a b b

a b b

1

0

1 1

1 1

1 1 0

1 1 0

1 0 0

1 0 0

From these alignments we get the alphabet of bistrings Γ = {(a : 1), (aa : 11), (b : 0), (bb : 00)}.
Thus the positive sample set R+ consisting of
bi-strings in Γ∗ is: R+ = {(a : 1), (b : 0), (aa :
11), (a : 1)(a : 1), (aa, 11)(b : 0), (a : 1)(a : 1)(b :
0), (a : 1)(b : 0)(b : 0), (a : 1)(bb : 00)}

Let us to note that symbols of the general form
(s̃i : t̃i ), relate strings in Σm , m ≥ 0 with strings in
∆n , n ≥ 0. Alternatively, some machine translation
models deal with pairs (si : t̃i ) where the relation
is established between symbols si ∈ Σ ∪ {λ} and
strings t̃i ∈ ∆n , n ≥ 0. In such a case, the bistring is defined as composed by pairs (si : t̃i ) ∈
(Σ ∪ {λ} × ∆n ), n ≥ 0.

5.2

Step 2 - Inferring a k-TSS DPFBA

Next, a stochastic finite-state bi-automaton, such as
the one defined in Section 4, is inferred from the corpus of bi-stings R+ . In particular we propose the
inference of a k-TSS DPFBA BAk . To this end, the
inference algorithm for k-TSS DPFA summarized in
(Torres and Casacuberta, 2011) and then extended to
get k-TSS DPFBA in Section 4 need to be applied.
Example 4.1 shows the k-TSS DPFBA inferred from
the positive sample set R+ get in Example 5.1
Notice that in this case a smoothed model is required since the model has to generate any bi-string
z ∈ Γ∗ with a non-zero probability, even for bistrings not in the stochastic bi-language generated
by the inferred bi-automaton. Specific smoothing
schemas has been proposed for stochastic k-TSS automata for speech recognition purposes in (Torres
and Varona, 2001) and in (Llorens et al., 2002). Under a back-off scheme, these techniques adjust the
maximum likelihood estimation of transition probabilities to recursively obtain probabilities to be assigned to unseen combinations of strings from models with decreasing the value of k, i.e. less accurate (Torres and Varona, 2001) (Llorens et al., 2002).
These procedures are now straightforward extended
to get smoothed k-TSS DPFBA. However let us to
note that this procedure does not assign a non-zero
probability to bi-strings in Γ∗ which does not consists of sequences of extended symbols in Γ. Thus,
it does not guarantee that any target string t ∈ ∆∗
could be obtained (with either high or small probability) as a liable translation of a given source string.
To this end the smoothing should be applied to get a
non-zero probability for any pair (s, t) ∈ (Σ∗ ×∆∗ ).
This problem is similar to the one of smoothing
transducers, which is still an open problem (Llorens
et al., 2002).
The k-TSS DPFBA BAk models the joint probability distribution P (s, t) for machine translation
purposes. Thus the string t̂ = t̃1 . . . t̃|z| that corresponds to the source sequence s = s̃1 . . . s̃|z| , given
P rBAk (s, t) can be directly obtained parsing with
the bi-automaton using Equation 5 according to the
procedure described in Section 3.1. As a consequence this procedure does not need any final step
aimed to transform back extended symbols into pairs
of strings in Σ∗ × ∆∗ since any SFST is inferred.
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Thus, the morphism theorems which are the basis of
the classical GIATI methodology (Casacuberta and
Vidal, 2004) are not now required.

6

Conclusions and future work

Machine translation can be viewed as the problem of
computing the joint probability distribution of some
bi-language inferred from a bilingual corpus. In
such a context, we have proposed to represent translation models by stochastic regular bi-languages. To
this end we have provided some specific definitions.
Moreover, stochastic bi-automata can directly obtain the target string corresponding to a given source
string.
On the other hand, we have specifically considered the stochastic k-TSS bi-languages to model
joint probability distributions. The morphism theorem relating stochastic local languages and stochastic regular languages can now be extended to
stochastic k-TSS bi-languages through a corollary.
Moreover, stochastic k-TSS bi-automaton can also
be inferred from a positive sample set through an
extension of the inference algorithm for classical
stochastic k-TSS languages.
With this basis we have reformulated the GIATI
methodology to infer stochastic stochastic k-TSS bilanguages for machine translation purposes, which
takes advantage of the knowledge about stochastic k-TSS languages and their application to natural
language tasks. Moreover, the finite-state formalism allows easy integration of other automata representing target language models or acoustic models in speech translation tasks. However, the monotonic segmentation does not allow to deal with longdistance alignments which is a problem when the
distance between the pair of languages is large. On
the other hand smoothing techniques dealing with
any pair of strings need also to be further explored.
Finally let us notice that relationship between
stochastic k-TSS bi-languages and a subclass of
stochastic regular translations, i.e. between stochastic k-TSS bi-automata and a subclass of stochastic
finite state transducers, is going to be explored in
the future.
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